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Hubble is approaching its end of life and the astronomical community will then be left without high-
spatial resolution, all-sky, optical imaging and spectroscopy. Fortuitously, the Keck Observatory AO systems
have advanced to the point where visible, diffraction-limited AO is becoming possible. Near-term proposed
projects such as ORCAS and HAKA could provide high-resolution visible AO (with limited sky coverage).
In the long-term, all-sky optical AO with LGS is technically achievable. In a breakout session at the recent
KSM2021 meeting, we started this discussion and had participants begin to fill out a questionnaire (link)
to start to define the community’s science interests and instrument requirements. Following the workshop
we opened up this questionnaire to the rest of the community. Here we summarize the results of the
questionnaire, with plans to provide a more thorough analysis in the future.

Participants

Figure 1: Left: The number of survey participants per
WMKO partner. The “External” category includes par-
ticipants from NASA centers, NAOJ, the Southwest Re-
search Institute, Harvard, the Australian National Univer-
sity, the University of Illinois, George Mason University
and Amherst College. Right: The science cases divided
into four main categories.

In total we received submissions from 32 unique in-
dividuals, presenting a total of 36 responses (Figure
1, left). Each respondent provided a brief summary
of their science case, with responses ranging in detail
from single words (e.g. ”exoplanets”, ”AGN”, etc.)
to several sentences. The majority of the responses
were either extragalactic in nature or related to ex-
oplanets (including circumstellar disks).

Survey Summary
The next page displays a range of graphics that sum-
marize the respondents’ required wavelength cover-
age, guide-star magnitudes, field of view, and spec-
troscopic capabilities. Here we briefly summarize
some of the key takeaways of the survey:

• A little over a third of the science cases were extragalactic. Roughly a third were exoplanets related.
The rest were solar system and other topics.

• Roughly 60% of responses required a FOV of 5” or less.

• Roughly half the cases were OK (or at least partially OK) with guide star magnitudes < 12. The exact
split depends on V-band vs. H-band wavefront sensing.

• 7 of 31 science cases also need IR coverage (and sometimes simultaneously)

• 14 of 25 responses requested wavelength coverage shorter than 500nm

• When asked about instrument architecture, 23 of 39 respondents require an IFS, then 7, 5, 4 for
imaging, slit-based spectroscopy and fiber-injected spectroscopy, respectively.

• The most popular spectral resolving power range was 1000 to 10,000. With equal parts above and
below that range (if broadband imaging is included as ”below”).

• More than half the people who replied to this question are satisfied with Strehl ratios <= 0.2.

The main conclusion of this exercise has been that overall within the Keck community there is strong
enthusiasm for visible-light science, with interest in a wide range of instrument capabilities that span both
near-term efforts such as improved natural guide-star instruments, and longer-term goals such as enhanced-
seeing-limited and multi-conjugate AO capabilities.

https://forms.gle/ziC4xeC8Zv2X9D4Y7


Figure 2: Left: A cumulative distribution plot of the minimum wavelengths needed by respondents. Of the 25 responses,
14 required sub-500nm coverage. Right: The range of guide star magnitudes needed for the submitted science cases.
Note that some science cases required guide stars in multiple bins. Approximately 45–55% of the cases required guide
stars under 12th magnitude (depending on the band).

Figure 3: The required fields of view of the survey respondents. An imager Nyquist sampled at 500nm with 1000×1000
pixels would cover approximately 5’x5’. Just over a quarter of the responses required fields of view greater than 10”.

Figure 4: Left: The type of spectrometer architectures requested. Right: The requested spectral resolving power.


